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INTERNATIONAL NETWORK FOR SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS
CONNECTIONS is the official journal of the International Network for Social Network Analysis
(INSNA). INSNA is a scientific organization made up of scholars across the world. Updated information
about the INSNA’s annual conference (Sunbelt Social Network Conferences) can be found on the
website at www.insna.org.
INSNA includes official board members and five committees:
CONNECTIONS publishes original empirical, theoretical, and
methodological articles, as well as critical reviews dealing with
applications of social network analysis. The research spans many
disciplines and domains including Anthropology, Sociology,
Psychology
Communication,
Economics,
Mathematics,
Organizational Behavior, Knowledge Management, Marketing,
Social Psychology, Public Health, Medicine, Computer Science,
Physics, and Policy. As the official journal of the International
Network for Social Network Analysis, the emphasis of the
publication is to reflect the ever-growing and continually expanding
community of scholars using network analytic techniques.
CONNECTIONS also provides an outlet for sharing new social
network concepts, techniques, and new tools for research.

BOARD MEMBERS
President:
Vice President:
Treasurer:
Founder:
Members:

George A. Barnett
Pip Pattison
Thomas W Valente
Barry Wellman
Phil Bonacich, Martin Everett, Katie Faust, Scott Feld, Anuska Ferligoj,
Garry Robins, Ulrik Brandes, David Lazer

COMMITEES
Finance Committee - Chaired by Treasurer Tom Valente
Conference Committee - Chaired by Sunbelt host Mario Diani
Web Committee - Chaired by Chief Information Officer Benjamin Elbirt
Publications Committee - Chair – TBD
Composed of current and former editors of Social Networks, CONNECTIONS and Journal of Social
Structure (JOSS) to oversee the INSNA's relations with the publications, selection of CONNECTIONS
‘and JOSS's future editors and to coordinate the publications so that they are complementary rather than
in competition with one another. To insure openness to new ideas, one or more additional members will
be selected by the President.

Front Cover: The four figures are from enclosed article titled “Co-authorship in Italian Workshops on
Population Studies: An Analysis with a Network Approach” by Giulia Rivellini and Laura Terzera.
Images display collaboration networks observed cross-sectionally for each of the four national
conferences on population studies (Giornate di Studio sulla Popolazione). The nodes are authors, while
the relationship that links them together is their collaboration in writing and/or preparing a presentation.
The network is observed by gender (shape), affiliation (color), number of contributions (size of nodes),
and number of collaborations inside the same research group (line thickness).

